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Abstract
A surface integral formulation based on direct boundary integral equation (BIE) was recently proposed for inductance or impedance
calculation of 3D electric structures. Though faster than other volume integral methods, this formulation still suffers from as many as 7N
unknowns, where N is the number of panels. A mixed surface integral formulation is proposed in this paper, which combines indirect BIE
of double-layer potentials within conductor and the direct BIE within dielectric. With this mixed formulation, the number of unknowns
is cut down from 7N to 4N, and correspondingly, the CPU time for solving the linear equation system is reduced remarkably. Two
interconnect structures are simulated to validate the proposed method.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Boundary integral equation; Double-layer potential; Helmholtz equation; Inductance calculation; Surface discretization; Electro-magnetic
simulation

1. Introduction
Fast 3D electro-magnetic simulation is increasingly
important in the area of on-chip interconnect analysis,
packaging, and microwave/RF engineering [1]. The inductive effect plays a more and more crucial role in circuit
simulation and layout veriﬁcation with the increasing
frequency. Consequently, it is urgent to ﬁnd accurate and
efﬁcient methods for calculating (extracting) the frequencydependent inductance of 3D interconnects.
The partial element equivalent circuit (PEEC) method, a
volume element method, introduced in [2] has gained the
most popularity for its wide applicability. However, this
method has to empoly very ﬁne discretization to handle
high frequency problems because the current distribution
becomes severely uneven within conductor. Besides,
for bulky conductors such as substrates, volume discetization leads to a large number of elements. Under
these circumstances, such volume element method becomes
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very costly. Although an entire-domain basis scheme
was proposed in [3] to remedy the situation, it seems
difﬁcult for this method to lead to a fast Maxwell’s
equation solver [4].
Recently, another approach to address this issue was
proposed for 3D impedance (including inductance and
resistance) extraction, based on a surface integral formulation [5]. It overcomes the shortcomings of the volume
based methods and is suitable for wide-band simulations
under MQS (magneto-quasistatic), EMQS (electro-magneto-quasistatic) and even full-wave assumption. Further
numerical improvements were then proposed for this
boundary integral formulation [4,6]. However, its main
disadvantage is the large number of unknowns which is up
to 6N þ U for MQS simulation, where N and U are the
numbers of panels and vertexes, respectively.
The surface integral formulation in [5] is actually a
direct boundary element method (BEM), employing
the direct boundary integral equation (BIE). Different
from this formulation, a method of impedance extraction
based on indirect BIE was proposed in [7], whose
key advantage is only involving the smallest number of
unknowns (3N). The inside idea is the minimum-order
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BIE for 3D eddy current problem, introduced in Mayergoyz’s classic paper [8] and further improved by Yuan and
Kost [9]. However, this indirect BIE based method can
only handle straight conductors well. This severe constraint
on geometry makes it unsuitable for practical 3D
interconnect extraction.
A mixed surface integral formulation for extracting
frequency-dependent inductance of 3D interconnects is
~
presented in this paper. In this method, the electric ﬁeld E
within conductors is expressed as double-layer potentials
produced by imaginary dipole distribution on conductor
surface. This is a kind of indirect BIE. While for the
domain within dielectric, or among the conductors, the
direct BIEs are established. Combining both kinds of BIEs,
a mixed surface integral formulation is formed. The main
merit of this method is that the number of unknowns can
be cut down from about 7N to 4N for MQS simulation,
and the CPU time can be saved by solving a smaller linear
equation system. In fact, the mixed method is equivalent to
the method in [5] except replacing the direct BIE within
conductor by indirect BIE. Hence, the proposed method
can also handle complex geometry and adapt to wide-band
simulation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the direct boundary integral formulation proposed
in [5]. In Section 3, the mixed boundary integral formulation is presented. The numerical results with 3D interconnect structures are given in Section 4, demonstrating
the advantage of the proposed method. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

Fig. 1. Multiple conductor structure for inductance extraction.
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2. Direct BIEs
Fig. 1 shows a structure including M interconnect
conductors. The sinusoidal voltage V at frequency f is set
between two ends, i.e. the contact surfaces cþ and c in
Fig. 1, where the ‘‘þ’’ and ‘‘’’ indicate the polarity of
voltage. Usually, the voltage drop of one conductor (main
conductor) is 1 V and the others’ are 0 V. Then, the
problem of inductance extraction is converted to compute
the current in each conductor by solving the Maxwell’s
equations.
If all currents of conductors are obtained, we can
represent them as a column vector I 1 . Changing the main
conductor setting and recomputing corresponding currents
of conductors, one can obtain the other current vectors
I 2; . . . ; I M .
Finally,
with
the
current
matrix
I ¼ ½I 1 ; I 2 ; . . . ; I M , we have ZI ¼ 1, where 1 is the identity
matrix. So,
Z ¼ I 1

and

R ¼ realðZÞ;

L ¼ imagðZÞ=io,

where Z, R and L are the impedance, resistance and
inductance matrix, respectively, and o ¼ 2pf is the angular
frequency. The key problem of inductance extraction is
how to compute the currents in conductors when voltage
drops are given.
Ref. [5] proposed a set of surface integral formulations
for 3D impedance extraction which is suitable for MQS,
EMQS and even full-wave extraction. For simplicity, we
only discuss the MQS simulation in this paper and list the
differential equations (left) and corresponding BIEs or
~ is electric
boundary conditions (right) in Table 1, where E
~
ﬁeld vector, j is electric potential, J is current density, and
~ is magnetic vector potential. E
~t and E n denote the
A
~ respectively. m
tangential and normal components of E,
and s are the permeability and conductivity, respectively,
and both are constants.
The vector Helmholtz equation in Table 1:
!
!
r2 E  ioms E ¼ 0
(1)
is the most important. This vector equation can be
decomposed into three scalar-valued Helmholtz equations

Table 1
Differential and boundary integral formulae for 3D impedance extraction [5]

For domain in each conductor

For domain among conductors

On non-contact surface
On contact surface

Governing differential equations

Boundary integral equations

!
!
r2 E  ioms E ¼ 0

!
R qG1 ðy;xÞ !
!
ðxÞ
G1 ðy; xÞ q E
E ðxÞ dx ¼ 12 E ðyÞ
qnx
qnx dx 
R
R !
!
n ðyÞ  l ðyÞÞ dy  a qEqnnxðxÞ dx ¼ 0
! c E t ðyÞ  ð!
!
R
R qG0 ðy;xÞ !
ðxÞ
! s G0 ðy; xÞ q E
E ðxÞ dx þ rjðyÞ ¼ 0
qnx dx  s qnx

!
r E ¼0
9
!
!
>
r2 E ¼ iom J
>
>
! =
!
rj ¼ E þ io A
>
>
! R
!
>
A ¼ mG0 ðy; xÞ J ðxÞ dx ;

!

R

E
8n ðyÞ ¼ 0
> jðyÞ ¼ constant
<
qE n ðyÞ
¼0
>
:
qny
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under the Cartesian coordinate system:
r2 E a  iomsE a ¼ 0;

a ¼ x; y; z.

(2)

Then, each scalar-valued Helmholtz equation can be
transformed into a direct BIE like
Z
Z
qE a ðxÞ
qG 1 ðy; xÞ
G1 ðy; xÞ
dx 
E a ðxÞ dx
qnx
qnx
1
¼ E a ðyÞ,
ð3Þ
2
p
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
where G 1 ðy; xÞ ¼ eikrðy;xÞ =4prðy; xÞ; k ¼ ioms, y is evaluation point, x is ﬁeld point for integration, and rðy; xÞ is
the distance between the two points. The integrals are
taken on the surface of each conductor.
Combining the three scalar-valued BIEs, we obtain a
single equation involving vector terms:
Z

!
Z
q E ðxÞ
qG 1 ðy; xÞ !
G1 ðy; xÞ
dx 
E ðxÞ dx
qnx
qnx
1!
¼ E ðyÞ,
2

which is also shown in Table 1.
In Table 1, the differential equations
8 !
!
>
r2 E ¼ iom J ;
>
>
<
!
!
rj ¼ E þ io A ;
>
>
R
!
>
:!
A ¼ mG 0 ðy; xÞ J ðxÞ dx

discretization with six panels, and the discretized unknowns are labeled.
Finally, the overall coefﬁcient matrix A is

ð4Þ

(7)

(5)

and the corresponding integral equation
Z

!
Z
q E ðxÞ
qG 0 ðy; xÞ !
G 0 ðy; xÞ
dx 
E ðxÞ dx
qn
qnx
x
s
s
þ rjðyÞ ¼ 0,

Fig. 2. The discretization and unknowns of a conductor surface.

ð6Þ

are also important. They are decomposed into two
tangential directions under the local coordinate system.
The integrands of G 0 and qG 0 =qn are the fundamental
solution of the Laplace equation and its normal derivative,
respectively.
Note that (1) and (4) depict the electro-magnetic effects
among the panels within the same conductor. However, (5)
and (6) are the equations for medium domain and they
depict the effects among all panels from different
conductors. This difference results in the fact that, the
proximity effect at high frequency is caused by (5) and (6).
Therefore, (5) and (6) should be kept for any kind of
boundary integral formulation, if considering the proximity effect.
To solve the integral equations and boundary conditions
in Table 1, the conductor surfaces are discretized into
panels with constant interpolation of variables. Then,
evaluating the discretized BIE at every collocation point,
one for an element, an overall linear equation system Ax ¼
~ and qE=qn
~
b is set up. In the linear system, discretized E
(one for a panel), and discretized j (one for a vertex) are
the unknowns to be solved. Fig. 2 shows a surface

where N nca (a ¼ x; y; z) are matrices formed by x; y; z
coordinates of the unit normal vectors at non-contact
panels, and N ca (a ¼ x; y; z) are matrices formed by x; y; z
coordinates of the unit normal vectors at contact panels.
T 1a (a ¼ x; y; z) are diagonal matrices with diagonal entries
being the x; y; z coordinates of a unit tangential vector of
panel, while another set of orthogonal tangential vectors of
panel form the diagonal matrices T 2a (a ¼ x; y; z), and At1
and At2 are two ﬁnite difference matrices. C a and C da
(a ¼ x; y; z) are the matrices formed by the coefﬁcients of
qE a =qn and E a (a ¼ x; y; z) in a surface form equation of
current conservation. I c is an identity matrix of U c  U,
where U c is the number of contact vertices [15].
The ﬁrst three rows of (7) are from (4) in three directions
b, yb and b
x
z; the following two rows are from (6) in two
tangential directions, and all non-zero items in the other
rows are sparse matrices which are only dependent on
geometries of conductor surfaces. So, in calculating the
coefﬁcient matrix A, most work lies in computing the dense
coefﬁcient matrices of the discretized BIEs transformed
from (4) and (6). The entries in these dense matrices are in
the forms:
8
R
eikrðya ;xÞ
>
>
>
P1 ða; bÞ ¼ panel
dx;
>
>
b 4prðy ; xÞ
>
a
>
>


>
>
R
q eikrðya ;xÞ
>
>
> D1 ða; bÞ ¼ panel
dx;
<
b qn
x 4prðya ; xÞ
(8)
R
1
>
>
>
dx;
ða;
bÞ
¼
P
0
>
panel b 4prðy ; xÞ
>
>
>
a

>
>
>
R
q
1
>
>
D
ða;
bÞ
¼
dx;
>
panel b
: 0
qnx 4prðya ; xÞ
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where a; b are the indexes of the panels, panel b is the
integral surface of the bth panel. ya stands for the
collocation point in the ath panel.
3. The mixed surface integral formulation
Different from transforming the vector Helmholtz
equation (1) into (4), we propose to transform (1) into
indirect BIEs by introducing the imaginary dipoles.
This is the basic point of our mixed surface integral
formulation.
Eq. (1) is ﬁrstly rewritten as the following three
independent scalar Helmholtz equations under the Cartesian coordinate system:
r2 E x  iomsE x ¼ 0,

(9)

r2 E y  iomsE y ¼ 0,

(10)

r2 E z  iomsE z ¼ 0.

(11)

Without loss of generality, taking (9) as an example, below
we transform it into an indirect formulation.
Assuming that a conductor domain O
i surrounded by Gi
is a simple connected area, an imaginary dipole distribution
mx ðxÞ on Gi is imposed, and the dipole axis coincides with
the direction of the unit out normal at point x, i.e. nbðxÞ,
illustrated in Fig. 3. From potential theory [10,11], for any
b direction
evaluation point y in O
i , the electric ﬁeld in x
E x ðyÞ can be represented by the double-layer potentials
produced by the imaginary dipole distributions:
Z
qG1 ðy; xÞ
mx ðxÞ dS x .
E x ðyÞ ¼
(12)
qnðxÞ
Gi
Furthermore, if assuming that E x ðyÞ is differentiable at
point y, one can obtain
"Z
#
qE x ðyÞ
q
qG 1 ðy; xÞ
¼
mx ðxÞ dSx ,
(13)
qnðyÞ
qnðyÞ Gi qnðxÞ
where nbðyÞ is any unit vector at point y temporarily.
When point y is moved onto the inner boundary Gi , (12)
and (13) become the indirect BIEs and nbðyÞ stands for the
unit out normal at point y as shown in Fig. 3. Note that
singularities in (12) and (13) exist when evaluation point y
coincides with the integral point x.
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Similarly, if introducing other dipole distributions my ðxÞ
and mz ðxÞ on Gi , (10) and (11) can also be transformed into
indirect integral forms, respectively:
Z
qG 1 ðy; xÞ
my ðxÞ dSx ,
E y ðyÞ ¼
qnðxÞ
Gi
Z
E z ðyÞ ¼

qG 1 ðy; xÞ
mz ðxÞ dS x ,
qnðxÞ
Gi

qE y ðyÞ
q
¼
qnðyÞ
qnðyÞ
qE z ðyÞ
q
¼
qnðyÞ
qnðyÞ

"Z

#
qG1 ðy; xÞ
my ðxÞ dSx ,
qnðxÞ
Gi

"Z

#
qG 1 ðy; xÞ
mz ðxÞ dS x .
qnðxÞ
Gi

(14)

~ and qE=qn,
~
After obtaining the indirect forms of E
namely (12), (13) and (14), substituting them into the
boundary integral equations (except (4)) and boundary
conditions in Table 1, we can get a set of mixed BIEs. Here,
the mixed implies that the indirect BIEs within conductors
~ and qE=qn,
~
are used to replace the unknowns of E
while
the direct BIEs among conductors are employed in the ﬁnal
equation system.
With the mixed formulation, the discretization and
unknowns of a conductor surface are illustrated in
Fig. 4, where unknown vector ~
m stands for the unknowns ðmx ; my ; mz Þ.
Finally, the left hand of the linear system becomes
3
2
T 1x Q1 T 1y Q1 T 1z Q1 At1
72 3
6
6 T 2x Q1 T 2y Q1 T 2z Q1 At2 7 mx
76 7
6
6 Q
my 7
Q2y
Q2z
0 7
2x
76
6
,
(15)
76 7
6
m 7
6 N ncx D1 N ncy D1 N ncz D1 0 76
74 z 5
6
6 N cx D2 N cx D2 N cx D2
0 7
5 j
4
0
0
0
Ic
where
Q1 ¼ P0 D2  D0 D1 ,
Q2a ¼ C da D2 þ C a D1 ;
D2 ða; bÞ ¼

q
qnðya Þ

a ¼ x; y; z,



q eikrðya ;xÞ
dx.
panel b qnx 4prðya ; xÞ

Z

Note that

Fig. 3. The imaginary dipole on boundary induces E x and qE x =qn.

Fig. 4. The surface discretization and unknowns in the mixed method.
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Z

¼ b
nðya Þ 

ry rx
panel b



ikrðya ;xÞ



e
4prðya ; xÞ

x 10-6


 nbðxÞ dx,

where ry and rx denote the gradient operators according
to y and x, respectively. The calculation of D2 ða; bÞ involves
the hypersingular boundary integral when a ¼ b. If
calculating this hypersingular integral with the 2D Gauss–Legendre integral scheme, one cannot achieve sufﬁcient
accuracy even with a large number of Gauss points.
Ref. [12] proposed an efﬁcient algorithm for this kind of
hypersingular integral, where the hypersingular boundary
integral simply equals to the sum of a regular double
integral and a regular 1D integral [12]. This algorithm is
adopted here to handle the integral D2 . Now, as shown in
(15) the number of unknowns has been cut down
successfully to 3N þ U, from 6N þ U.
There are several important notes about this method.
First, it is necessary to restrict the O
i to a simple connected
area. The double-layer potential cannot get a unique
solution in multiple connected domain [11]. Fortunately,
for the interconnects in very large-scale integrated (VLSI)
circuits, most conductor geometries satisfy this constraint.
Second, the imaginary dipoles ~
m have no concrete physical
meaning. They are produced from the potential theory, and
the indirect formulae are totally equivalent to the direct
BIE for the Helmholtz equation in mathematics. Last, the
only difference between the mixed method and the method
~ and qE=qn
~
in [5] lies in handling E
in different ways, and
from the second point they are equivalent in mathematics.
4. Numerical results
The proposed mixed method is implemented in C þ þ
language. For comparing the speed fairly, we also
implement the direct BIE based method. The former is
denoted by MBEM and the latter by DBEM. The overall
linear systems are solved by the Matlab backslash
operator. In the experiments, two interconnect structures
are simulated under MQS assumption. The conductor
surfaces are discretized into constant rectangular panels,
with collocation point located in the center of each panel.
To guarantee the accuracy of nearly singular integrals, a
2D Gauss–Legendre integral scheme with 20  20 Gauss
points is used for both MBEM and DBEM. The strong
singular and hypersingular integrals in coefﬁcient matrices
are calculated as [12,13]. In both examples, when frequency
f X10 GHz (1 GHz ¼ 109 Hz), the approach for computing
the conductor currents is switched to sum up the magnetic
ﬁelds surrounding the conductor ends [5,15].
4.1. A single wire
The dimension of this example is 1 mm  1 mm  8 mm
(1 mm ¼ 106 m), and the surface is discretized with a 3 
3  12 mesh (162 panels) as shown in Fig. 5. The numbers

0
-1
-2
-3
Z

D2 ða; bÞ

-4
-5
-6
-7

x 10-6

-8
1
0.5
0
Y

1
0 0.5
X x 10-6

Fig. 5. A single rectangle wire.
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Inductance (pH)

816

4.5

4

3.5

3
104

105

106

107

108

109

1010

1011

Frequency (Hz)
Fig. 6. Frequency-dependent inductance of the single wire.

of unknowns are 650 in MBEM and 1136 in DBEM. The
impedance of the wire is calculated with the DBEM,
MBEM and FastHenry [14], a famous inductance extractor
based on the PEEC method, for the frequency varying
from 10 KHz (1 KHz ¼ 103 Hz) to 100 GHz. The calculated resistance and inductance with MBEM are very close
to those from other methods. The results of inductance are
shown in Fig. 6, where FastHenry’s results with two
different discretization are shown (for example, ‘‘FH512’’
denotes the FastHenry’s result with 512 ﬁlaments).
From Fig. 6, we can see that the inductances obtained by
MBEM have little difference to those by DBEM and
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FastHenry, on the whole frequency range. The maximal
relative error between MBEM and FastHenry is only
1.3%, which occurs when f ¼ 1 GHz.
For this structure, the skin depth at frequency f ¼
100 GHz is d ¼ 0:2 mm, which is much less than the section
dimension 1 mm. And because there is only one conductor,
the variation of inductance and resistance at 100 GHz just
reﬂects the skin effect of high frequency. So, this example
testiﬁes our method on capturing the skin effect.
4.2. A 2  2 crossover
The dimension and discretization of this example is
shown in Fig. 7, and it is the same as the ‘‘bus2  2’’
example in FastImp’s test cases [4]. The number of panels is
256, and the numbers of unknowns are 1032 in MBEM and
1800 in DBEM. Because there are four conductors, the
whole results of inductance should be a 4  4 matrix.
Again, the results of MBEM and DBEM coincide with
each other well on the entire frequency range. We plot the

x 10-6
3

Z

2
1
0
6
5

x 10-6

4

4
3
2

Y

x 10-6

2
0

1
0

-2

X

Fig. 7. A 2  2 crossover structure.
3
DBEM
MBEM
Fastimp
FH448
FH1792

Inductance(pH)

2.5
2

mutual inductances of parallel conductors, i.e. the entry
(1,2) in the inductance matrix, in Fig. 8.
However, the maximal discrepancy in the results from
MBEM and FastHenry with 1792 ﬁlaments is up to 15% at
f ¼ 100 GHz (see Fig. 8). In fact, the result of FastHenry
with denser discretization (7168 ﬁlaments) does not make a
difference, either. To evaluate this phenomena, we also use
the FastImp from [4] to calculate this example (see Fig. 8).
With FastImp’s results, we ﬁnd out that the results of
MBEM are very accurate, whereas FastHenry should be
considered to have a large error for this high-frequency
situation. Besides, this experiment shows that our MBEM
captures the high-frequency variation of mutual inductance
very well.
4.3. Time comparison
CPU times of the two examples are listed in Table 2. For
the single wire example, although on solving Ax ¼ b,
MBEM is faster than DBEM, the total time of MBEM is
slower because it spends much more time on the integrals
in D2 than that for P1 of DBEM. And, the time for
calculating integrals occupies the majority of the total time,
while solving the linear system is fast because of the
small number of unknowns (650 or 1136). In both MBEM
and DBEM, the accurate 2D Gauss integral scheme with
400 G points on each panel takes too much CPU time,
which makes the time of calculating integrals dominate the
total time.
In the example of 2  2 crossover, the MBEM shows its
speed merit clearly. Although the numbers of unknowns in
MBEM and DBEM are not very large either, namely 1032
and 1800, the difference on time consumed for solving
Ax ¼ b is notable enough, i.e. 11.8 s vs 2.1 s for each righthand side. For actual structure with multiple conductors,
the advantage of fewer unknowns in MBEM will be
remarkable because a large linear system has to be solved
for many times. And, MBEM can be several times faster
than the DBEM.
Although employing the same surface integral formulation, FastImp in [4] is much faster than the DBEM
implemented by us. This is because that, in FastImp the
Table 2
The detailed breakdown of the CPU time for one frequency point(s)

1.5

Single wire
MBEM

DBEM

MBEM

1.859
12.328

2.359
22.782

4.500
7.547

4.953
12.484

0.141

0.562

0.344

0.828

Solve Ax ¼ b

2.828

0.546

47.063

8.515

Postprocess

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.063

17.156

26.249

59.454

26.843

Calculate matrix P0 , D0
Calculate matrix D1 ,
P1 =D2
Generate Ax ¼ b

0.5

105

106

107

108

109

1010

1011

frequency

Fig. 8. Mutual inductance of parallel wires in the 2  2 crossover.

2  2 crossover

DBEM

1

0
104

817

Total
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numerical integrals are reduced to 1D Gauss integrals with
much fewer Gauss points, and a pre-corrected fast Fourier
transform (pFFT) algorithm is used to accelerate integral
calculation and equation solving. Therefore, it is unfair to
compare the computing time of FastImp and our MBEM
directly. However, the algorithms in FastImp are also
applicable to MBEM, without affecting the beneﬁt from
the mixed formulation.
5. Conclusions
This paper presents a mixed surface integral formulation
for calculating frequency-dependent inductance of 3D
interconnects. Since the scalar Helmholtz equation can be
transformed into an indirect BIE, we derive three indirect
BIEs with unknowns of ﬁctitious dipole from the vector
Helmholtz equation for each conductor domain. With
these indirect BIEs, the six unknowns of electric ﬁeld and
its normal derivative are represented by the expressions of
only three dipole unknowns. Therefore, the total number
of unknowns is reduced to about 4N, from 7N for the
surface integral formulation employing direct BIEs. Numerical experiments show that the mixed method speeds up
the process of solving the linear system remarkably.
To improve the mixed method further, we will combine
it with the fast algorithms in FastImp in the future.
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